Report on 'Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat student exchange Program’ (EBSB) proposed by AICTE.

Date: 11.1.2020 - 17.1.2020

This program is mainly based on sharing the cultures between paired states. Our college is paired by AICTE with G. Narayanamma Institute of Technology and Science, Telangana under this program. From the paired Institute, 20 students(girls) and 8 faculty members(4 males+4 females) have reached our Institute on 11/01/2019(2:00am) by Chattisgarh Expresss at Jagadhri workshop railway station. They'll will stay here till 17/01/2019(9:00am). Presently the students (girls) and 4 female staff members are staying in girls hostel of Guru Nanak Khalsa college and male staff members are staying in boys hostel in our institute. A seven days schedule is organized by EBSB club members of Guru Gobind singh College of Pharmacy, Yamuna Nagar.

Details of activities are as follows
At Arrival:
Our teachers Mr. Rohit and Mr. Abhishek received the Telegana team of EBSB programme at Jagadhri workshop railway station. Then they reached hostels by bus.

First day, 11/01/2019, They take the breakfast in hostel prepared by Satish Chhabra’s team in GNK college. After that the students reached the institute. Dr. Kumar Guarve welcomed all the team of EBSB and presents the achievements of the college and management. After that they all give their introduction and interact with staff members. Then they started their day by visiting Santpura Gurudwara, Yamunanagar where they learn the culture of Gurudwara, take the Prasad of tea. After that they reached college and taken the delicious lunch in institute campus and then they went taken to local market, Meera Bazzar under the guidance of Dr. Priyanka, Dr. Bhawna, Dr. Geeta, Ms Sweta and Mr. Abhishek . There they interacted with people, enjoyed shopping and the snacks like tikki, chat etc. After that at 5:30pm, they all reached at hostels. They had taken the dinner in GNK hostel.
On second day i.e. 12/01/2019, they take the breakfast in GNKC canteen. After that they reached institute and were visited village Mandebri by bus. They visited khera, mosque, saw ponds, sugarcane fields and enjoyed the Haryanvi food there. Later they visited the Railway Police Security Force (RPSF) training center where they saw the various training probes and setups, shooting area for the commander. It was a learning day for students. All hospitality including food (lunch) was managed by Dr. Geeta working as Associate Professor at our college who is resident of that village. Dr. Kumar Gurave, Mr. Vishal sapra Mr. Rohit kamboj, Dr. Ashwani Dhingra, Dr, Bhawna Chopra, Ms. Sweta Kamboj, Dr. Priyanka Kriplani and Mr. Hemant were also present in the event. After that they all reached the trade fair in Jagadhri at 3:00pm by bus. Here they all enjoyed the exhibitions of woolen market and other purchasing materials in trade fair. They also enjoyed the swings. At 5:00 pm, they reached hostels and taken the evening tea and dinner.

On the third day i.e. 13/01/2019, they take the breakfast in GNKC hostel canteen. After that they reached institute where the students and staff members visited the college campus, celebrated Lohri festival enjoyed interacting, sharing their language and information of respective states with teachers and students. At 3:00pm they enjoy the dance at Dhol. They also enjoyed the heavy rain in afternoon. After that, they had taken the lunch, tea and dinner in college hostel.

On 14/01/2019, they visited the Kurukshetra (Dharohar, Panorama and Brahmsarovar) to see the cultural heritage of Haryana by bus under the guidance of Dr. Ashwani Dhingra and Mr. Rohit Kamboj. They had taken the lunch on the way. In the evening, they all are invited by Dr. Kumar Guarve, our principal sir to his nephew marriage function where they will also interact with people; see the dress culture and wedding culture of our state. At the end of the day, they enjoy the various dishes and snacks and delicious dinner in ceremony function. After that they reached hostel.

On 15/01/2019, at early morning they started their journey to Amritsar to get the blessing in Golden Temple and in evening they went to Wagah Border to see the praid of army force. Late night they reached in hostel.
On 16/01/2019, they take the breakfast in GNKC hostel canteen. After that they reached institute. A Quiz was conducted by Mr. Abhishek, Mr. Deepak Singla and Ms. Deepshi for the visited students based on theme of Haryana culture and heritage. After that they take the lunch in hostel. At afternoon, a cultural program is organized by Dr. Bhawna Chopra and Ms. Sweta Kamboj in our Institute where they will see the Haryanvi dance and festivals celebrated in Haryana along with their own participation. At last, there will be valedictory session in which they will be felicitated. Winners were also felicitated by prize. A student of the G. Narayanamma Institute of Technology and Science, Telangana, Ms. Bhavya; share their memories, learning and experiences of the whole seven day trip. A vote of thanks was also given by Ms. Shiv ram of Telagana team and by Dr. Bhawna. A number of suggestions were also welcomed by the principal Dr. Kumar Gurave. At the end, they also filled the feedback form to share their experiences. At the event Dr. Amit Joshi, Sr. Trilok Singh and Mr. Hemant also share the experiences or memories with Telagana vistors.

At departure: On 17/1/2020, they all are departed at 8:00 am from the hostels to Jagdhari railway station to pick the Madurai Express Train.